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Episode Synopses for November 2021 
 

Feed Date Episode # Synopsis 

11.03.21 #B-106 

 
Our host introduces us to Derek; he’s invented a solar powered air freshener.  He’s about to put 
his freshener to the ultimate stink test; is it any match for the barnyard?  We also meet Kelsey and 
the bird deterrent system she’s devised for her family’s blueberry farm.  While our host gives us 
tips on brainstorming, as he makes his own toy rocket. 
 

11.10.21 #B-107 

 
Our host introduces us to Jerrilee; she’s invented a fun learning game that involves speed and 
spelling.  She’s already selling it in a few stores, could a publicity event help to promote her 
product and help take it farther?  We also meet Justin and Jerod, twins who have a solution for the 
wedgie.  While our host gives us do-it-at-home tips on inventing our own game. 
 

11.17.21 #B-108 

 
Our host introduces us to Nirusan; he’s invented an indoor navigation device to help the visually 
impaired find their way around a building.  He’s about to test it; will it replace or compliment the 
seeing-eye-dog?  We also meet Victoria, she has many inventions to make life easier and safer.  
While our host tries his hand at his most ambitious invention to date: the automatic room 
organizer. 
 

11.24.21 #B-109 

 
Our host introduces us to Brandon; he’s invented a set of golf clubs that grow with you.  Could a 
little input from the pros help him pitch his idea and score a hole in one?  We also meet Jake and 
his various spring-loaded inventions.  While our host gives us do-it-at-home tips on inventing your 
own sport. 
 

12.01.21 #B-110 

 
Our host introduces us to Lance; he’s invented a hydration system that’s part of your hockey gear, 
so your water is always with you.  Will it beat even the fastest skaters when it comes to taking a 
water break?  We also meet Marcus and his hockey equipment dryer.  While our host modifies 
sports equipment in an attempt to better his performance. 
 

   

 

 


